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Sweden’s September 2018 national elections yielded a major political victory to Right Wing 

parties who advocate limitations on immigration, mirroring what recently happened in Germany 

and Italy. Yet, America’s political news is being intentionally focused on the NYT’s “Anonymous” 

story and on any other negative thing anybody can think of saying about Donald Trump. The 

real world of international politics wherein countries are fighting back against the Globalists 

continues almost unnoticed. 

 

For those international forces attempting to solidify their economic stranglehold on the world 

through socio-political means, America’s continued focus on its belly button is a blessing. It is 

still difficult to move Americans sufficiently to overcome their political inertia and accept the fact 

that the attacks on President Trump are only one aspect of the larger attack on America and the 

world. The harm done to America by the former President was not the aberrant behavior of 

some racist Marxist ideologue – but more so the implementation of the US element of the 

program to bring down Western Civilization for the economic benefit of “those who shall remain 

nameless” – or so it appears.  

For example, the Iran Deal aided and abetted by the “RINO” Establishment has new meaning 

when looked at in connection with the statement by Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Zarif 

who said his government is “working 'closely' with George Soros' Open Society Foundations.” 

 
While President Trump is a major spokesman for a return to national sovereignty, he is only one 

voice. Other voices are being raised in countries ranging from England to Brazil.  England’s 

leaders are preparing to act on Brexit. But even as the Brits are going through the door, the exit 

has been challenged by George Soros’ Open Society spawned group “Best for Britain.”   

 
The EU and its Globalists, are quite influential and play rough. You will notice that in all of the 

coverage of the Euromaidan riots in the Ukraine, the most significant aspect of the happenings 

was mis-reported. It was not that President Viktor Yanukovych was especially pro Putin – he 

was opposed to an EU controlled Ukrainian economy, and attracted by the better deals being 

offered by Russia. But, an “ironic” coordination by ostensibly opposing groups, the CIA and 

Soros’ funded organizations put the pro-EU mobs in the streets and attacked Yanukovych for 
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being a corrupt fascist. The message in the streets was all about a cool European lifestyle, the 

mob expressing no concern about the strangle hold that the EU was about to impose on 

Ukraine’s economy – the same international / Globalist economic strangle hold that President 

Trump is fighting in the US.  As for Soros, he is in the US, where he was able to produce street 

riots in cities like Ferguson and Baltimore, similar to the riots that we later saw in Ukraine. And 

with seeming impunity, he still continues to fund mini-riots by Anti-Fa and other mob style 

disruptions based on nothing more than how the wind was blowing that day. 

 
But in Hungary his effect is being challenged with the passage of anti-Soros legislation; 

outlawing Open Society Foundation supported NGO’s from sponsoring and funding immigration. 

Italy has joined with Hungary to promote tighter immigration controls across the EU.  Sweden’s 

poorly reported election this past Sunday yielded a victory to the Sweden Democrats, whose 

name is immediately followed by the phrase, “with ties to Nazism,” though, as far as I know, 

unlike the barbs being thrown at President Trump, their leader, Jimmie Akesson, has not been 

called Hitler. But, the attacks are basically the same.   

 
"Their roots are Nazi and we know what Nazism has done in Europe," Abdullahi, a member of 

the ex-Communist Left party, told AFP as he handed out ballots to families arriving at the polling 

station in a school in the mostly-immigrant populated Rinkeby.”  

 
The Sweden Democrats are Nationalists, (who long ago cleaned house of their “NAZI 

sympathizers). If they were to gain power they would bring about “Swexit,” a Swedish exit from 

the EU. That is the real threat the SD Party poses for the Globalists. A similar threat for the 

Globalists exists in Brazil where the leading Presidential candidate Congressman Jair Bolsonar 

has been labeled by the press as “far right” and a “controversial figure who has enraged many 

Brazilians for years with divisive comments.” Just recently he was seriously wounded in a kinife 

attack by a Socialist, and will be incapacitated until just before the election. 

 

Reports of the existence of a world-wide attack on Western culture are usually reported in 

relation to terrorist attacks, but the underlying economic issues are mostly ignored. In this fight 

for Western Culture, there is the group of useful idiots, mostly Democrats who believe 

everything they read and have come to hate Trump because of the never ending rhetoric that is 

aimed at him 24 hours each day, and the group of dumb Republicans and Conservatives whose 

raison d'être seemingly is to prove that the Democrats are wrong. 
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Lost in this duality of nonsense is the agenda of the President, who clearly enunciated the 

Globalist problem in November 2016. The video attached to the embedded link to The 

Huffington Post was removed, as President Trump’s speech was labeled “Anti-Semitic” because 

he mentioned people who are Jewish.   

 

“The establishment has trillions of dollars at stake in this election,” the GOP presidential 

nominee warns in the two-minute video. “For those who control the levers of power in 

Washington and for the global special interests, they partner with these people that don’t have 

your good in mind.” 

As Trump says “levers of power in Washington,” we see footage of George Soros, a billionaire 

investor and philanthropist. And when Trump says, “global special interests,” Federal Reserve 

chairwoman Janet Yellen appears on screen.” 

But some people who understand the problem have tried to speak out. Richard Higgins, a 

former member of President Trump’s National Security team, in May 2017 authored the Higgins 

Memo that brilliantly detailed an overview of the attacks against President Trump. Higgins was 

fired by former National Security Advisor HR McMaster soon after he posted the memo.   

Sadly, he has not been brought back on board, which gives this writer great concern about a 

possible lack of focus on the international aspects of the attacks against the Trump White 

House.  

The memo, which was summarily disparaged by every Left oriented media outlet, must be read 

by anyone interested in the nature of the fight we are in. 
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